In this paper, we propose a scalable and highly efficient index structure for the reachability problem over graphs. We build on the well-known node interval labeling scheme where the set of vertices reachable from a particular node is compactly encoded as a collection of node identifier ranges. We impose an explicit bound on the size of the index and flexibly assign approximate reachability ranges to nodes of the graph such that the number of index probes to answer a query is minimized. The resulting tunable index structure generates a better range labeling if the space budget is increased, thus providing a direct control over the trade off between index size and the query processing performance. By using a fast recursive querying method in conjunction with our index structure, we show that in practice, reachability queries can be answered in the order of microseconds on an off-the-shelf computer -even for the case of massive-scale real world graphs. Our claims are supported by an extensive set of experimental results using a multitude of benchmark and real-world web-scale graph datasets.
Introduction
Reachability queries are a fundamental operation in graph mining and algorithmics and ample work exists on index support for reachability problems. In this setting, given a directed graph and a designated source and target node, the task of the index is to determine whether the graph contains a path from the source to the target.
Computing reachability between nodes is a building block in many kinds of graph analytics, for example biological and social network analysis, traffic routing, software analysis, and linked data on the web, to name a few. In addition, a fast reachability index can prove useful for speeding up the execution of general graph algorithms -such as shortest path and Steiner tree computations -via search-space pruning. As an example, Dijkstra's algorithm can be greatly sped up by avoiding the expansion of vertices that cannot reach the target node.
While the reachability problem is a light-weight task in terms of its asymptotic complexity, the advent of massive graph structures comprising hundreds of millions of nodes and billions of edges can render even simple graph operations computationally challenging. It is thus crucial for reachability indices to provide answers in sublinear or ideally near-constant time. Further complicating matters, the index structures, which generally reside in main-memory, are expected to satisfy an upper-bound on the size. In most scenarios, the available space is scarce, ranging from little more than enough to store the graph itself to a small multiple of its size.
Given their wide applicability, reachability problems have been one of the research foci in graph processing over recent years. While many proposed index structures can easily handle small to medium-size graphs comprising hundreds of thousands of nodes (e.g., [1, 4, 6, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19] ), massive problem instances still remain a challenge to most of them. The only technique that can cope with web-scale graphs while satisfying the requirements of restricted index size and fast query processing time, employs guided online search [21, 22] , leading to an index structure that is competitive in terms of its construction time and storage space consumption, yet speeds up reachability query answering significantly when compared to a simple DFS/BFS traversal of the graph. However, it suffers from two major drawbacks. Firstly, given the demanding constraints on precomputation time, only basic heuristics are used during index construction, which in many cases leads to a suboptimal use of the available space. Secondly and more importantly, while the majority of reachability queries involving pairs of nodes that are not reachable can be efficiently answered, the important class of positive queries (i. e. the cases in which the graph actually contains a path from the source to target) has to be regarded as a worst-case scenario due to the need of recursive querying. This can severely hurt the performance of many practical applications where positive queries occur frequently.
The reachability index structure we propose in this paper -coined FERRARI (for Flexible and Efficient Reachability Range Assignment for gRaph Indexing) -overcomes the limitations of existing approaches by adaptively compressing the transitive closure during its construction. This technique enables the efficient computation of an index geared towards minimizing the expected query processing time given a user-specified constraint on the resulting index size. Our proposed index supports positive queries efficently and outperforms GRAIL, the best prior method, on this class of queries by a large margin, while in the vast majority of our experiments also being faster on randomly generated queries. To achieve these performance gains, we adopt the idea of representing the transitive closure of the graph by assigning identifiers to individual nodes and encoding sets of reachable vertices by intervals, first introduced by Agrawal et al. [1] . Instead of materializing the full set of identifier ranges at every node, we adaptively merge adjacent intervals into fewer yet coarser representations at construction time, whenever a certain space budget is exceeded. The result is a collection of exact and approximate intervals that are assigned as labels of the nodes in the graph. These labels allow for a guided online search procedure that can process positive as well as negative reachability queries significantly faster than previously proposed size-constrained index structures. The interval assignment underlying our approach is based on the solution of an associated interval cover problem. Efficient algorithms for computing such a covering structure together with an optimized guided online search facilitate an efficient and flexible reachability index structure.
In summary, this paper makes the following technical contributions:
• a space-adaptive index structure for reachability queries based on selective compression of the transitive closure using exact and approximate reachability intervals,
• efficient algorithms for index construction and querying that allow extremely fast query processing on web-scale real world graphs, and
• extensive experiments that demonstrate the superiority of our approach in comparison to the best prior method that satisfies index size constraints, GRAIL.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce necessary notation and the basic idea of reachability interval labeling. Afterwards, we give a short introduction to approximate interval indexing in Section 3, followed by an in-depth treatment of our proposed index (Section 4). An overview over our query processing algorithm is given in Section 5, followed by the experimental evaluation and concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
In the following, let G = (V, E) denote a directed graph with n := |V | nodes and m := |E| edges. For a node v, let
and
denote the sets of nodes with an edge coming from and leading to v, respectively. Given nodes u, v ∈ V , we call v reachable from u, written as u ∼ v, if E contains a directed path from u to v. Further, we denote the set of vertices reachable from v ∈ V in G by R G (v) := {w ∈ V | v ∼ w}. We call R G (v) the reachable set of v (we drop the subscript whenever the graph under consideration is clear from the context). A reachability query with source node u and destination node v of a graph G is expressed as a triple (G, u, v) and answered with a boolean value by a reachability index.
A pair (u, v) of nodes exhibits strong reachability if u ∼ v and v ∼ u, that is, u and v are mutually reachable in G. Note that strong reachability induces an equivalence relation on the set of nodes. The equivalence classes of this relation, that is, the maximal subsets V ′ ⊆ V with u ∼ v for all u, v ∈ V ′ , are called strongly connected components of G. For a node v ∈ V let [v] denote the strongly connected component that contains v.
Condensed Graph. We define the condensed graph of G, denoted as G C = (V C , E C ), as the graph obtained after collapsing the maximal strongly connected components into "supernodes", i. e.
By definition, G C is a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
It is important to note that the reachability queries (G, u, v) and (G C , [u], [v] ) are equivalent. Thus, the existing index structures (including ours) consider only directed acyclic graphs, that is, create an index over the condensed graph G C . At query time, the input nodes u, v are then mapped to their respective strongly connected components, allowing early termination whenever
Tree Cover and Graph Augmentation. For a graph G, we define a tree cover of G, denoted as T (G), as a directed spanning tree of G. If G contains more than one node with no incoming edges, instead of a tree only a spanning forest can be obtained. In this case, we augment the graph G by introducing an artificial root node r that is connected to every node with no incoming edge:
Note that this modification has no effect on the reachability relation among the existing nodes of G.
set of reachability intervals of v 
Interval Indexing
In this section, we introduce the concept of node identifier intervals for reachability processing, first proposed by Agrawal et al. [1] , which provided the basis of many subsequent indexing approaches, including our own. The key idea is to assign numeric identifiers to the nodes in the graph and represent the reachable sets of vertices in a compressed form by means of interval representations. This technique is based on the construction of a tree cover of the graph followed by post-order labeling of the vertices. Let G ′ denote the augmented input graph as defined above. Further, let T = (V T , E T ) denote a tree cover of G ′ . In order to assign node identifiers, the tree is traversed in depth-first manner. In this setting, a node v is visited after all its children have been visited. The post-order number π(v) corresponds to the order of v in the sequence of visited nodes.
Example. Consider the augmented example graph depicted in Figure 1a with the virtual root node r. In this example, the children of a node are traversed in lexicographical order, leading to the spanning tree induced by the edges shown in bold in Figure 1b . The first node to be visited is node e, which is assigned post-order number 1. Node a is visited as soon as its children {c, d} have been visited. The last visited node is the root r.
Tree Indexing. The enabling feature, which makes post-order labeling a common ingredient in reachability indices, is the resulting identifier locality: For every (complete) subtree of T , the ordered identifiers of the included nodes form a contiguous sequence of integers. The vertex set of any such subtree can thus be compactly expressed as an integer interval. Let T v = (V Tv , E Tv ) denote the subtree of T rooted at node v. We have
= min
Above interval is called tree interval of v and will be denoted by I T (v) in the remainder of the text.
Example (cont'd).
The subtree rooted at node a in Figure 1b contains the nodes {a, c, d, e} with the set of identifiers {4, 2, 3, 1}. Thus, the nodes reachable from a in T are represented by the tree interval [1, 4] . The final assignment of tree intervals to the nodes is shown in Figure 1c .
The complete reachability information of the spanning tree T is encoded in the collection of tree 
This reachability index for trees allows for O(1) query processing at a space consumption of O(n).
Extension to DAGs. While above technique can be used to easily answer reachability queries on trees, the case of general DAGs is much more challenging. The reason is that, in general, the reachable set R(v) of a vertex v in the DAG is only partly represented by the interval I T (v), as the tree interval only accounts for reachability relationships that are preserved in T .
Vertices that can only be reached from a node v by traversing one or more non-tree edges have to be handled seperately: instead of merely storing the tree intervals I T (v), every node v is now assigned a set of intervals, denoted by I(v). The purpose of this so-called reachable interval set is to capture the complete reachability information of a node. The sets I(v), v ∈ V are initialized to contain only the tree interval I T (v). Then, the vertices are visited in reverse topological order. For the current vertex v and every incoming edge (u, v) ∈ E, the reachable interval set I(v) is merged into the set I(u). The merge operation on the intervals resolves all cases of interval subsumption and extension exhaustively, eventually ensuring interval disjointness. Due to the fact that the vertices are visited in reverse topological order, it is ensured that for every non-tree edge (s, t) ∈ E \ E T , the reachability intervals in I(t) will be propagated and merged into the reachable interval sets of s and all its predecessors. As a result, all reachability relationships are covered by the resulting intervals. Example (cont'd). Figure 1c depicts the assignment of tree intervals to the nodes. As described above, in order to compute the reachable interval sets, the nodes are visited in ascending order of the post-order values (or, equivalently, in reverse topological order), thus starting at node e. The tree interval I T (e) = [1, 1] is merged into the set of node c, leaving I(c) = {[1, 2]} unchanged due to interval subsumption. Next, I T (e) is merged at node d, resulting in the reachable interval set [3, 3] }. The reverse topological order in which the vertices are visited ensures that the interval [1, 1] is further propagated to the nodes b, a, and r. Query Processing. Using the reachable interval sets I(v), queries on DAGs can be answered by checking whether the post-order number of the target is contained in one of the intervals associated with the source:
Example. Consider again the graph depicted in Figure 1d . The reachable vertex set of node d is given by [3, 3] }. This set provides all the necessary information in order to answer reachability queries involving the source node d.
By ordering the intervals contained in a set, reachability queries can now be answered efficiently in O(log n) time on DAGs. The resulting index (collection of reachable interval sets) can be regarded as a materialization of the transitive closure of the graph, rendering this approach potentially infeasible for large graphs, both in terms of space consumption as well as computational complexity.
Approximate Intervals
For massive problem instances, indexing approaches that materialize the transitive closure (or compute a compressed variant without an a priori size restriction), suffer from limited applicability. For this reason, recent work on reachability query processing over massive graphs includes a shift towards guided online search procedures. In this setting, every node is assigned a concise label which -in contrast to the interval sets described in Section 2.1 -is restricted by a predefined size constraint. These labels in general do not allow answering the query after inspection of just the source node, yet can be used to prune portions of the graph in an online search.
As a basic example, consider a reachability index that labels every node v ∈ V with its topological order number τ (v). While this simple variant of node labeling is obviously not sufficient to answer a reachability query by means of a single-lookup, a graph search procedure can greatly benefit from the node labels: For a given query (s, t), the online search rooted at s can terminate the expansion of a branch of the graph whenever for the currently considered node v it holds
This follows from the properties of a topological ordering.
The recently proposed GRAIL reachability index [21, 22] further extends this idea by labeling the vertices with approximate intervals: Suppose that for every node v we replace the set I(v) by a single interval
spanning from the lowest to the highest reachable id. This interval is approximate in the sense that all reachable ids are covered whereas false positive entries are possible:
Definition 1 (False Positive). Let v ∈ V denote a node with the approximate interval
Obviously, the single interval I ′ (v) is not sufficient to establish a definite answer to a reachability query of the form (G, v, w). However, all queries involving a target id π(w) that lies outside the interval, i. e. π(w) < α or π(w) > β,
can be answered instantly with a negative answer, similar to the basic approach based on Equation (11) . In the opposite case, that is,
no definite answer to the reachability query can be given and the online search procedure continues with an expansion of the child vertices, terminating as soon as the target node is encountered or all branches have been expanded or pruned, respectively.
In practical applications the GRAIL index assigns a number of k ≥ 1 such approximate intervals to every vertex, each based on a different (random) spanning tree of the graph. The intuition behind this labeling is that an ensemble of independently generated intervals improves the effectiveness of the node labels since each additional interval potentially reduces the remaining false positive entries. The advantage of this indexing approach over a materialization of the transitive closure is obvious: the size of the resulting labels can be determined a priori by an appropriate selection of the number (k) of intervals assigned to each node. In addition, the node labels are easily computed by means of k DFS traversals of the graph.
Empirically, GRAIL has been shown to greatly improve the query processing time over online DFS search in many cases. However, especially in the case of positive queries, a large portion of the graph still has to be expanded. While extensions have been proposed to GRAIL to improve performance on positive queries [22] , the processing time in these cases remains high. Furthermore, while an increase of the number of intervals assigned to the nodes potentially reduces false positive elements, no guarantee can be made due to the heuristic nature of the underlying algorithm. As a result, in many cases superfluous intervals are stored, in some cases negatively impacting query processing time.
The Ferrari Reachability Index
In this section, we present the FERRARI reachability index which enables fast query processing performance over massive graphs by a more involved node labeling approach. The main goal of our index is the assignment of a mixture of exact and approximate reachability intervals to the vertices with the goal of minimizing the expected query processing time, given a userspecified size constraint on the index. Contrasting previously proposed approaches, we show both theoretically and empirically that the interval assignment of the FERRARI index utilizes the available space for maximum effectiveness of the node labels.
Similar to previously proposed index structures [1, 18, 21, 22] , we use intervals to encode reachability relationships of the vertices. However, in contrast to existing approaches, FER-RARI can be regarded as an adaptive transitive closure compression algorithm. More precisely, FERRARI uses selective interval set compression, where a subset of adjacent intervals in an interval set is merged into a smaller number of approximate intervals. The resulting node label then retains a high pruning effectiveness under a given size-restriction. Before we delve into the details of our algorithms and the according query processing procedure, we first introduce the basic concepts that facilitate our interval assignment approach.
The FERRARI index distinguishes between two types of intervals: approximate (similar to the intervals in Section 3) and exact (as in Section 2.1), depending on whether they contain false positive elements or not.
Let I denote an interval. To easily distinguish between interval types, we introduce an indicator variable η I such that
As outlined above, a main characteristic of FERRARI is the assignment of size-restricted interval sets comprising approximate and exact intervals as node labels. Before we introduce the algorithmic steps that facilitate the index construction, it is important to explain how reachability queries can be answered using the proposed interval sets. Let (G, s, t) denote a reachability query and I(s) = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I N } the set of intervals associated with node s. In order to determine whether t is reachable from node s, we have to check whether the post-order identifier π(t) of t is included in one of the intervals in the set I(s). If π(t) lies outside of all intervals I 1 , . . . , I N , the query terminates with a negative answer. If however it holds that π(t) ∈ I i for one I i ∈ I(s), we have to distinguish two cases: (i) if I i is exact then s is guaranteed to reach node t and (ii) if I i is approximate, the neighbors of node s have to be queried recursively until a definite answer can be given. Obviously, recursive expansions are costly and it is thus desirable to minimize the number of cases that require lookups beyond the source node. To formally introduce the according optimization problem, we define the notion of interval covers:
with l ≤ k.
Note that an interval cover of a set of intervals is easily obtained by merging an arbitrary number of adjacent intervals in the input set. Next, we address the problem of choosing an k-interval cover that maximizes the pruning effectiveness.
Definition 3 (Optimal k-Interval Cover). Let k ≥ 1 denote an integer and I = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I N } an interval set of size N . We define the optimal k-interval cover of I by
that is, the cover of I with no more than k intervals and the minimum number of elements in approximate intervals.
Note that by replacing the set of exact reachability intervals I(v) by its optimal k-interval cover I * k (v) -which is then used as the node label in our index -we retain maximal effectiveness for terminating a query. The reason is that the number of cases that require recursive querying directly corresponds to the number of elements contained in approximate intervals.
Computing the Optimal Interval Cover
While the special cases k = N (optimal k-interval cover of I is the set I itself) and k = 1 (optimal solution corresponds to the single approximate interval assigned by GRAIL, see Equation 12 ) are easily solved, we next introduce an algorithm that solves the problem for general values of k:
As hinted above, an interval cover can be computed by selectively merging adjacent intervals from the original assignment made to the node v. In order to derive an algorithm for computing I * k (v), we first transform the interval set at the node v into its dual representation where the gaps between intervals are specified. As usual, let I = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I N } with
The set Γ :
denotes the gaps between the intervals contained in I:
Note that the gap set Γ together with the boundary elements α 1 , β N is an equivalent representation of I. For a subset G ⊆ Γ we denote by ζ(G) the induced interval set obtained by merging adjacent intervals I i , I i+1 if for their mutually adjacent gap γ i it holds γ i / ∈ G. As an illustrative example, for the interval set depicted above we have ζ {γ
Every induced interval set ζ(G) actually corresponds to a |G|+1-interval cover of the original set I. It is easy to see that the optimal k-interval cover can equivalently be specified by a subset of gaps.
In order to compute the optimal k-interval cover, we thus transform the problem defined in Equation (19) into the equivalent problem of selecting the "best" k − 1 gaps from the original gap set Γ (or, equivalently, determining the |I| − k − 1 that are not included in the solution). For a potential solution G ⊆ Γ of at most k − 1 gaps to preserve, we can assess its cost, measured by the number of elements in the induced interval cover that are contained in approximate intervals:
where for I ∈ ζ(G) it holds
Clearly, our goal is to determine the set Γ *
We now present a dynamic programming approach to obtain the optimal set of k − 1 gaps. In the following, we denote for a sequence of intervals I = (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I N ), the subsequence consisting of the first j intervals by I j := (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I j ). Now, observe that every set of gaps G ⊆ Γ, |G| ≤ k − 1 represents a valid k-interval cover for each of the interval sequences I max{i | γi∈G} , . . . , I N , yet at different costs (the cost corresponding to each of these coverings is strictly non-decreasing). In order to obtain a optimal substructure formulation, consider the problem of computing the optimal k-interval cover for the interval sequence I j . The possible interval covers can be represented by a collection of sets of gaps:
with
that is,
is the collection of all subsets of {γ 1 , . . . , γ j−1 } comprising not more than k − 1 elements and G + k−1 (I j ) corresponds to the collection of all sets of gaps including γ j−1 and not more than k − 2 elements from {γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ j−2 }.
From Equations (23,24) we can deduce that every k-interval cover of I j and thus the optimal solution is either
• a k-interval cover of I j−1 or
• a k − 1-interval cover of I j−1 combined with the gap γ j−1 between the last two intervals, I j−1 and I j .
Thus, for the optimal solution Γ * k−1 (I j ) we have
We can exploit the optimal substructure derived in Equation (25) for the desired dynamic programming procedure: For each I i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N we have to compute the k ′ -interval cover for k − N + i ≤ k ′ ≤ k, thus obtaining the optimal solution in time O(kN ). In some practical applications the amount of computation can become prohibitive, as one instance of the problem has to be solved for every node in the graph. Thus, in our implementation, we use a simple and fast greedy algorithm that, starting from the empty set iteratively adds the gap γ ∈ Γ that leads to the greatest reduction in cost given the current selection G, until at most k − 1 gaps have been selected, then compute the interval cover from ζ(G). While the gain in speed comes at the cost of a potentially suboptimal cover, our experimental evaluation demonstrates that this approach works well in practice.
In the next section, we explain how above node labeling technique is eventually used as a building block during the reachability index computation.
Index Construction
At precomputation time, the user specifies a certain budget B = kn, k ≥ 1 of intervals that can be assigned to the nodes, thus directly controlling the tradeoff between index size/precomputation time and pruning effectiveness of the respective nodes labels. The subsequent index construction procedure can be broken down into the following main stages:
Tree Cover Construction
Agrawal et al. [1] propose an algorithm for computing a tree cover that leads to the minimum number of exact intervals to store. This tree can be computed in O(mn) time, rendering the approach infeasible for the case of massive graphs. While, in principle, heuristics could be used that are based on centrality measures or estimates of the sizes of reachable sets [5, 15] , we settle for a simpler solution that does not yield a certain approximation guarantee yet performs well in practice. We argue that a good tree cover should cover as many reachability relationships as possible in the initial tree intervals (see Equation 8 ). Therefore, every edge included in the tree should provide a connection between as many pairs of nodes as possible. To this end, we propose the following procedure to heuristically construct such a tree cover T : Let τ : V → {1, 2, . . . , n} denote a topological ordering of the vertices, i. e. for all (u, v) ∈ E it holds τ (u) < τ (v). Such a topological ordering is easily obtained by the classical textbook algorithm [7] in time O(m + n). We interpret the topological order number of a vertex as the number of potential predecessors in the graph, because the number of predecessors of a given node is upper bounded by its position in the topological ordering. For a vertex v with set of predecessors N − (v), we select the edge from node p ∈ N − (v) with highest topological order number for inclusion in the tree, that is p := arg max
The intuition is that node p has the highest number of potential predecessors and thus the selected edge (p, v) has the potential of providing a connection from a large number of nodes to
v, eventually leading to a high number of reachability relationships encoded in the resulting tree intervals. An overview of the tree cover construction algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1.
Interval Set Assignment
As the next step, given the tree cover T , indexing proceeds by assigning the exact tree interval I T (v), encoding the reachability relationships within the tree at each node v. This interval assignment can be obtained using a single depth-first traversal of T . In order to label every node v with a k-interval cover I ′ (v) of its true reachable interval set, we visit the vertices of the graph in reverse topological order, that is, starting from the leaf with highest topological order, proceeding iteratively backwards to the root node. We initialize for node v the reachable interval interval set as I ′ (v) := {I T (v)}. For the currently visited node v and every edge (v, w) ∈ E, we merge I ′ (w) into I ′ (v), such that the resulting set of intervals is closed under subsumption and extension. Then, in order to satisfy the size restriction of at most k intervals associated with a node, we replace I ′ (v) by its k-interval cover which is then stored as the node label of v in our index. The complete procedure is shown in detail in Algorithm 2. It is easy to see that the resulting index consisting of the sets of approximate and exact intervals I ′ (v), v ∈ V comprises at most nk = B intervals. The upper bound v∈V |I ′ (v)| ≤ B is usually not tight, i. e. in practice, much less than B intervals are assigned. As an example, in the case of leaf nodes or the root vertex, a single interval suffices. The name of the algorithm -FERRARI-L -thus reflects the fact that a local size restriction, |I ′ (v)| ≤ k, is satisfied by every interval set I ′ (v). Note that even though an optimal algorithm can be used to compute the k-interval covers, the optimality of the local result does in general not extend to the global solution, i. e. the full set of node labels. The reason for this is the fact that adjacent intervals that are merged during the interval cover computation are propagated to the parent nodes. As a result, at the point during the execution of the algorithm where the interval set of the parent p has to be covered, the kinterval cover is computed without knowledge of the true (exact) reachability intervals of p. More precisely, the input to the covering algorithm is a combination of approximate (thus previously merged) and exact intervals. Nevertheless, the resulting node labels prove very effective for early termination of reachability queries, as our experimental evaluation indicates.
To further improve our reachability index, in the next section we propose a variant of the labeling algorithm that leads to an even better utilization of the available space.
Algorithm 2: Ferrari-L(G, B)
Input: directed, acyclic graph G, interval budget B = kn Result: set of at most k approximate and exact reachability intervals
Dynamic Budget Allocation
As mentioned above, the interval assignment as described in Algorithm 2 usually leads to a total number of far less than B intervals stored at the nodes. In order to better exploit the available space, we extend our algorithm by introducing the concept of deferred interval merging where we can assign more than k intervals to the nodes on the first visit, potentially requiring to revisit a node at a later stage of the algorithm. The indexing algorithm for this interval assignment variant works as follows: Similar to FER-RARI-L, nodes are visited in reverse topological order and the interval sets of the neighboring nodes are merged into the interval set I ′ (v) for the current vertex v. However, in this new variant, subsequent to merging the interval sets we compute the interval cover comprising at most ck intervals, given a constant c ≥ 1. This way, more intervals can be stored in the node labels. After the ck-interval cover has been computed, the vertex v is added to a min-heap structure where the nodes are maintained in ascending order of their degree. This procedure continues until the already assigned interval sets sum up to a size of more than B intervals. In this case, the algorithm repeatedly pops the minimum element from the heap and restricts its respective interval set by computing the k-interval cover. This deferred interval set restriction is repeated until the number of assigned intervals again satisfies the size constraint B. Abive procedure leads to a much better utilization of the available space and thus a better quality of the resulting reachability index. The improvement comes at the cost of increased index computation time, in practice the increase is two-fold in the worst-case, negligible in others. Our experimental evaluation suggests that a value of c = 4 provides a reasonable tradeoff between efficiency of construction and resulting index quality. This second indexing variant is shown in detail in Algorithm 3. We refer to the algorithm as the global variant (FERRARI-G) as in this case the size constraint is satisfied over all vertices -in contrast to the local size constraint of FERRARI-L.
In the next section, we provide more details about our query answering algorithm and additional heuristics that further speed up query processing over the FERRARI index.
Algorithm 3: Ferrari-G(G, B)
Input: directed, acyclic graph G, interval budget B = kn, constant c ≥ 1 Result: set of approximate and exact reachability intervals I ′ (v) for every node v ∈ V s. t. the total number of intervals is upper-bounded by B 1 begin for i = n to 1 do ⊲ visit nodes in reverse topological order
⊲ merge interval sets ⊲ replace intervals by ck-interval cover
Query Processing and Additional Heuristics
The basic query processing over FERRARI's reachability intervals is straightforward and resembles the basic approach of Agrawal et al. [1] : For every node v, the intervals in the set I ′ (v) are maintained in sorted order. Then, given a reachability query (G, s, t), it can be determined in O(log |I ′ (v)|) time whether the target id π(t) is contained in one of the intervals of the source. The query returns a negative answer (s ∼ t) if the target id lies outside all of the intervals and a positive answer if it is contained in one of the exact intervals. Finally, if π(t) falls into one of the approximate intervals, the neighbors of s are expanded recursively using a DFS search algorithm. Next, we introduce some heuristics that can further speed up query processing.
Seed Based Pruning
It is evident that, in the case of recursive querying, the performance of the algorithm depends on the number of vertices that have to be expanded during the online search. Nodes with a very high outdegree are especially costly as they might lead to a large number of recursive queries. In practice, such high degree nodes are to be expected due to the fact that (i) most of the realworld graphs in our target applications will follow a power-law degree distribution and (ii) the condensation graph obtained from the input graph produces high-degree nodes in many cases because the large strongly connected components usually exhibit a large number of outgoing edges. To overcome this problem, we propose to determine a set of seed vertices S ⊆ V and assign an additional label to every node v in the graph, indicating for every σ ∈ S whether G contains a forward (backward) directed path from v to s. This labeling scheme works as follows: Every node will be associated with two sets, S − (v) and S + (v), such that S − (v) := σ ∈ S | σ ∼ v , and S + (v) := σ ∈ S | v ∼ σ . Next, we describe the procedure for assigning the sets S + : For every node v, we initialize S + (v) = {v} if v ∈ S and S + (v) = ∅ otherwise. We then maintain a FIFO-queue of all vertices, initialized to contain all leaves of the graph. At each step of the algorithm, the first vertex v is removed from the queue. Then, for every predecessor u, (u, v) ∈ E we set S + (u) ← S + (u) ∪ S + (v). If all successors of u have been processed, u itself is added to the end. The algorithm continues until all nodes of the graph have been labeled. It is easy to see that above procedure can efficiently be implemented. The approach for assignment of the sets S − is similar (starting from the root nodes). Once assigned, the sets can be used by the query processing algorithm in the following way: For a query (G, s, t),
2. if there exists a seed node σ s. t. σ ∈ S − (s) and σ / ∈ S − (t), that is, the seed σ can reach s but not t, the query can be terminated with a negative answer (s ∼ t).
In our implementation we choose to elect the s nodes with maximum degree as seed nodes (requiring a minimum degree of 1). The choice of s can be specified prior to index construction, in our experiments we set s = 32.
Pruning Based on Topological Properties
We enhance the FERRARI index with two additional powerful criteria that allow additional pruning of certain queries. First, we adopt the effective topological level filter that was proposed by Yıldırım et al. for the GRAIL index (see [22] for details). Second, we maintain the topological order τ (v) of each vertex v for pruning as shown in Equation (11) .
Before we proceed to the experimental evaluation of our index, we first give an overview over previously proposed reachability indexing approaches.
Related Work
Due to the crucial role played by reachability queries in innumerable applications, indices to speed them up have been subject of active research. Instead of exhaustively surveying previous results, we briefly describe some of the key proposals here. For a detailed survey, we direct the reader to [20] . In this section, we distinguish between reachability query processing techniques that are able to answer queries using only the label information on nodes specified in the query, and those which use the index to speed up guided online search over the graph.
Before we proceed, it is worth noting that there are two recent proposals that aim to speed up the reachability queries from a different direction compared to the standard graph indexing approaches. First, in [10] , authors propose a novel way to compact the graph before applying any reachability index. Naturally, this technique can be used in conjunction with FERRARI, hence we consider it orthogonal to the focus of the present paper. The other proposal is to compress the transitive closure through a carefully optimized word-aligned bitmap encoding of the intervals [18] . The resulting encoding, called PWAH-8, is shown to make the interval labeling technique of Nuutila [14] scale to larger graph datasets. In our experiments, we compare our performance with both Nuutila's Intervals assignment technique as well as the PWAH-8 variant.
Direct Reachability Indices
Indices in this category answer a reachability query (G, s, t) using just the labels assigned to s and t. Apart from the classical algorithm [1] described in Section 2, another approach based on tree covering [19] focused on sparse graphs (targeting near-tree structures in XML databases), labeling each node with its tree interval and computing the transitive closure of non-tree edges separately.
Apart from trees to cover the graph being indexed, alternative simple structures such as chains and paths have also been used. In a chain covering of the graph, a node u can reach v if both belong to the same chain and u precedes v. In [9] an optimal way to cover the graph with chains in O(n 3 ) was proposed, later reduced to O(n 2 + dn √ d), where d denotes the diameter of the graph [4] . Although chain covers typically generate smaller index sizes than the interval labeling and can answer queries efficiently, they are very expensive to build for large graphs. The PathTree index proposed recently [11] combines tree covering and path covering effectively to build an index that allows for extremely fast reachability query processing. Unfortunately, the index size can be extremely large, consuming upto O(np) space, where p denotes the number of paths in the decomposition.
Instead of indexing using covering structures, Cohen et al. [6] introduced 2-Hop labeling which, at each node u, maintains a subset of the node's ancestors and descendants. Using this, reachability queries between s and t can be answered by intersecting the descendant set of s with the ancestors of t. This technique was particularly attractive for query processing within a database system since it can be implemented efficiently using SQL-statements performing set intersections [16] . The main hurdle in using it for large graphs turns out to be its construction -optimally selecting the subsets to label nodes with is an NP-hard problem, and no bounds on the index size can be specified. HOPI indexing [16] tried to overcome these issues by clever engineering, using a divide-and-conquer approach for computing the covering. 3-Hop labeling [12] combines the idea of chain-covering with the 2-Hop strategy to reduce the index size.
Accelerating Online Search
From the discussion above, it is evident that accurately capturing the entire transitive closure in a manner that scales to massive size graphs remains a major challenge. Some of the recent approaches have taken a different path to utilize scalable indices that can be used to speed up traditional online search to answer reachability queries. In GRIPP [17] , the index maintains only one interval per node on the tree cover of the graph, but some nodes reachable through non-tree edges are replicated to improve the coverage.
The recently proposed GRAIL index [21, 22] uses k random trees to cover the condensed graph, generating as many intervals to label each node with. As we already described in Section 3, the query processing proceeds by using the labels to quickly determine non-reachability, otherwise recursively querying the nodes underneath in the DAG, resulting in a worst-case query processing performance of O(k(m + n)). Although GRAIL was shown to be able to build indices over massive scale graphs quite efficiently, it suffers from the previously discussed drawbacks.
In our experiments, we compare various aspects of our FERRARI index against GRAIL which is, until now, the only technique that deals effectively with massive graphs while satisfying a user-specified size-constraint.
Experimental Evaluation
We conducted an extensive set of experiments in order to evaluate the performance of FERRARI in comparison with the state of the art reachability indexing approaches, selected based on recent results. In this paper, we present the results of our comparison with: GRAIL [22] , PathTree [11] , Nuutila's Intervals [18] , and PWAH-8 [18] . For all the competing methods, we obtained original source code from the authors, and set the parameters as suggested in the corresponding publications.
Setup
Fortunately, all indexing methods are implemented using C++, making the comparisons fairly accurate without any platform-specific artifacts. All experiments were conducted using a Lenovo ThinkPad W520 notebook computer equipped with 8 Intel Core i7 CPUs at 2.30 GHz, and 16 gigabyte of main memory. The operating system in use was a 64-bit installation of Linux Mint 12 using kernel 3.0.0.22.
Methodology
The metrics we compare on are:
1. Construction time for each indexing strategy over each dataset. Since the input to all considered algorithms is always a DAG, we do not include the time for computing the condensation graph into our measurements.
2. Query processing time for executing 100,000 reachability queries. We consider random and positive sets of queries and report numbers for both workloads separately.
3. Index size in memory that each index consumes. It should be noted that although both FERRARI and GRAIL take as input a size restriction parameter, the resulting size of the index can be quite different. PathTree, (Nuutila's) Intervals and PWAH-8 have no parameterized size, and depend entirely on the dataset characteristics.
Datasets
We used the selection of graph datasets (Table 2a ) that, over the recent years, has become the benchmark set for reachability indexing work. These graphs are classified based on whether they are small (with 10-100s of thousands of nodes and edges) or large (with millions of nodes and edges), and dense or sparse. Due to lack of space, we refer to the detailed description of these datasets in [22] and [11] and, for the same reason, report results only for a salient subset (the full set of results can be found in the appendix of this paper). We term these datasets as benchmark datasets and present results accordingly in Section 7.4. In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithms under real-world settings, where massive-scale graphs are encountered, we use additional datasets derived from publicly available sources 2 . These include RDF data, an online social network, and a World Wide Web crawl. To the best of our knowledge, these constitute some of the largest graphs used in evaluating the effectiveness of reachability indices to this date. In the following, we briefly describe each of them, and summarize the key characteristics of these datasets in Table 2b .
• GovWild is a large RDF data collection consisting of about 26 million triples representing relations between more than 8 million entities.
3
• Yago2 is another large-scale RDF dataset representing an automatically constructed knowledge graph [8] . The version we used contained close to 33 million edges (facts) between 16.3 million nodes (entities). [3] is a representative of a large-scale social network. This graph, obtained from a crawl of twitter.com, represents the follower relationship between about 50 million users.
5
• Web-UK is an example of a web graph dataset [2] . This graph contains about 133 million nodes (hosts) and 5.5 billion edges (hyperlinks).
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We present the results of our evaluation over these web-scale graphs in Section 7.5.
Results over Benchmark Graphs
Tables 3a-d and the charts in Figures 2-5 summarize the results for the selected set of benchmark graphs. In the tables, we provide the absolute values -time in milliseconds and index size in KBytes, while the figures help to visualize the relative performance of algorithms over different datasets. In all the tables missing values are marked as "−" whenever a dataset could not be indexed by the corresponding strategy -either due to memory exhaustion or for taking too long to index (timeout set to 1M milliseconds). The best performing strategy for each dataset is shown in bold. For GRAIL we set the number of dimensions as suggested in [22] , that is, to 2 for small sparse graphs (Human), 3 for small dense graphs (ArXiV, GO, PubMed) and to 5 for the remaining large graphs. The input parameter value for FERRARI was also set correspondingly for a fair comparison. Table 3a and Figure 2 present the construction time for the various algorithms. The results show that the GRAIL index can be constructed very efficiently on small graphs, irrespective of the density of the graph. On the other hand, the performance of PathTree is highly sensitive to the density of the graph as well as the size. While GRAIL and FERRARI's indexing time increases corresponding to the size of the graphs, PathTree simply failed to complete building for 3 of the larger graphs -Cit-Patents and CiteSeerX due to memory exhaustion, GO-Uniprot due to timeout. The transitive closure compression algorithms Interval and PWAH-8 can index quite efficiently even the large graphs and their index is also surprisingly compact. A remarkable exception to this is the behavior on the Cit-Patents dataset, which seems to be by far the most difficult graph for reachability indexing. The Interval index failed to process the graph within the given time limit. The related PWAH-8 algorithm finished the labeling only after around 12 minutes and ended up generating the largest index in all our experiments (including the indices for the Web graphs). This is rather surprising, as both algorithms were able to index the larger and denser GO-Uniprot.
Index Construction
Interval PWAH-8 When compared to other algorithms, the construction times of FERRARI-L and FERRARI-G are highly scalable and are not affected much by the variations in the density of the graph. On all graphs, FERRARI constructs the index quickly, while maintaining a competitive index size. For the challenging Cit-Patents dataset, it generates the most compact index among all the techniques considered, and very fast -amounting to a 23x-36x speedup over PWAH-8. Further, FERRARI consistently generates smaller indices than GRAIL, and exhibits comparable indexing time. With a few more clever engineering tricks (e. g., including the PWAH-8-style interval encoding), it should be possible to further reduce the size of FERRARI.
Query Processing
Moving on to query processing, we consider random and positive query workloads, with results depicted in Figures 4 and 5 (Tables 3c and 3d ), respectively. These results help to highlight the consistency of FERRARI in being able to efficiently process both types of queries over all varieties of graphs very efficiently. Although, for really small graphs, PathTree is the fastest as we explained above, it cannot be applied on larger datasets. As graphs get larger, the Interval indexing turns out to be the fastest. This is not very surprising, since Interval materializes the exact transitive closure of the graph. FERRARI-G consistently provides competitive query processing times for both positive as well as random queries over all datasets. As a remarkable result of our experimental evaluation consider the CiteSeerX dataset. In this setting, the Interval index consumes almost twice as much space as the corresponding FERRARI-G index, yet is only faster by 0.04 milliseconds for random and 12.68 milliseconds for positive queries.
Evaluation over Web Datasets
As we already pointed out in the introduction, our goal was to develop an index that is both compact and efficient for use in many analytics tasks when the graphs are of web-scale. For this reason, we have collected graphs that amount to up to 5 billions of edges before computing the condensation graph. These graphs are of utmost importance because the resulting DAG exhibits special properties absent from previously considered benchmark datasets. In this section, we present the results of this evaluation. Due to its limited scalability, we do not use PathTree index in these experiments. Also, through initial trial experiments, we found that for GRAIL the suggested parameter value of k = 5 does not appear to be the optimal choice, so instead we report the results with the setting k = 2, which is also used for FERRARI. The summary of results is provided in Table 4 .
Index Construction
When we consider the index construction statistics in Tables 4a and 4b , it seems that there is no single strategy that is superior across the board. However, a careful look into these charts further emphasizes the superiority of FERRARI in terms of its consistent performance. While GRAIL can be constructed fast, its size can be quite large (e. g., in the case of Twitter). On the other hand, PWAH-8 can take an order of magnitude more time to construct than FERRARI as well as GRAIL as we notice for Web-UK. In fact, the Interval index which is much smaller than FERRARI for Twitter and Yago2, fails to complete within the time allotted for the Web-UK dataset. In contrast, FERRARI and GRAIL are able to handle any form of graph easily in a scalable manner.
As an additional note, the index size of Interval is sometimes smaller than FERRARI which seems to be counterintuitive at first glance. The reason for this lies in the additional information maintained at every node by FERRARI, for use in early pruning heuristics. In relatively sparse datasets like Twitter and Yago2 the overhead of this extra information tends to outweigh the gains made by interval merging. If needed, it is possible to turn off these heuristics easily to get around this problem. However, we retain them across the board to avoid dataset-specific tuning of the index.
Query Processing
Finally, we turn our attention to the query processing performance over Web-scale datasets. As the results summarized in Tables 4c and 4d demonstrate, the FERRARI variants and the Interval index provide the fastest index structures. For Web-UK and Twitter, the FERRARI variants outperform all other approaches. The performance of GRAIL, as predicted, and PWAH-8 are inferior in comparison to Interval and FERRARI-G when dealing with both random and positive query loads.
In summary, our experimental results indicate that FERRARI, in particular the global budgeted variant, is highly scalable and consistent in being able to index a wide variety of graphs, and can answer queries extremely fast 7 . This, we believe, provides a compelling reason to use FERRARI-G on a wide spectrum of graph analytics applications involving large to massive-scale graphs.
Conclusions & Outlook
In this paper, we presented an efficient and scalable reachability index structure, FERRARI, that allows to directly control the query processing/space consumption tradeoff via a user-specified restriction on the resulting index size. The two different variants of our index allow to either specify the maximum size of the resulting node labels, or to impose a global size constraint which allows the dynamic allocation of budgets based on the importance of individual nodes. Using a theoretically sound technique, FERRARI assigns a mixture of exact and approximate identifier ranges to nodes so as to speed up both random as well as positive reachability queries. Using an extensive array of experiments, we demonstrated that the resulting index can scale to massive-size graphs quite easily, even when some of the state of the art indices fail to complete the construction. FERRARI provides very fast query execution, demonstrating substantial gains in processing time of both random and positive queries when compared to the previous state-of-the-art method, GRAIL.
Results presented in this paper open up a range of possible future directions that we plan to pursue. First of all, we would like to integrate FERRARI in a number of graph analytics algorithms, starting from shortest path computation to more complex graph mining techniques (e. g. Steiner trees) in order to study its impact on the performance of these expensive operations. We also would like to pursue further optimizations of the FERRARI index by, for instance, the use of an improved tree covering algorithm designed to work synergistically with FERRARI to generate high quality intervals to begin with, and the use of compression techniques for interval encoding afterwards.
A Additional Experimental Results

A.1 Benchmark Datasets
The complete results for our experimental evaluation over different size constraints are depicted in Tables 5 and 6 .
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A.2 Web Datasets
The complete results for our experimental evaluation over different size constraints are depicted in Tables 7 and 8 .
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